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Study of white light emission from
ZnS/PS composite system
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ZnS films were deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on porous silicon (PS) substrates formed by
electrochemical anodization of p-type (100) silicon wafer. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra of ZnS/PS
composites were measured at room temperature. Under different excitation wavelengths, the relative
integrated intensities of the red light emission from PS layers and the blue-green emission from ZnS films
had different values. After samples were annealed in vacuum at different temperatures (200, 300, and 400
◦
C) for 30 min respectively, a new green emission located at around 550 nm appeared in the PL spectra of
all ZnS/PS samples, and all of the ZnS/PS composites had a broad PL band (450 − 700 nm) in the visible
region, exhibiting intensively white light emission.
OCIS codes: 250.5230, 310.6860, 230.4170.

The achievement of Si-based white light emission is one
of the challenging goals in the field of display and lighting
technologies. White light emission from light-emitting
devices is of interest because it can be used for full-color
flat-panel displays with color filters and as an alternative
lighting source[1−3] . Generally, there are two methods to
produce white light from light-emitting diodes (LEDs):
combining three LED chips (red, green, and blue) in one
discrete package or as a cluster LED chips, and coating blue indium-gallium-nitride (InGaN) LED chips with
phosphorous. The combination of white light emission
and color filters should simplify the fabrication process
of fine-pixel large-screen displays[3] .
Porous silicon (PS) has been intensively studied since
the discovery of its efficient photoluminescence at room
temperature[4] . This makes it very promising to integrate
the very well-established silicon technology to the field of
optoelectronic system[5−9] . The emitting wavelength in
PS could be changed by adjusting the erosion process[10] .
Red, green, and blue emitting PSs were reported and the
red one can be easily obtained[11] . ZnS is a II-VI group
semiconductor material with a wide band gap of about
3.7 eV, which has recently been extensively investigated
due to its optoelectronic properties and high potential
for various applications such as n-window layers for solar cells, blue-light diodes, electroluminescent displays,
photoluminescence devices, etc.[12−16] . ZnS films are
transparent in the visible region, and its luminescence
includes defect-center luminescence and self-activated
luminescence[17] . In our previous work[15], we had studied the structural, optical and electrical properties of
ZnS/porous silicon heterostructures, and acquired that
combining the luminescence of ZnS and the luminescence
of PS, an intensively white light emission could be obtained. In this experiment, we regulated the excitation
wavelength and got the composites annealed to study
the photoluminescence properties of ZnS/PS composites, and we found that a new green emission located at
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around 550 nm appeared in the photoluminescence (PL)
spectra of ZnS/PS composites which had been annealed,
and an intensively white light emission ranging from 450
to 700 nm in the visible region was also obtained.
The preparation processes of PS and ZnS films were
the same as those in our previous work[15]. The growth
temperature of ZnS films was 200 ◦ C. After deposition,
the ZnS/PS sample was cut into three pieces, and annealed in vacuum at 200, 300, and 400 ◦ C for 30 min,
respectively. The measurement of the samples was also
taken on the same apparatus as that in our previous
work[15].
Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of
ZnS films prepared on the PS substrate before annealing.
The diffraction peak is observed at about 28.7◦ corresponding to β-ZnS (111) direction[16] , which indicates
that ZnS films have been grown in the preferred orientation. The large full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is
ascribed to the structure of the PS substrate. Because of
the frangibility of PS, the PS substrate was only rinsed
in de-ionized water and dried in air before ZnS films were
deposited, so there might be some impurities on the PS

Fig. 1. XRD pattern of ZnS films grown on PS substrate
before annealing.
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Fig. 3. PL spectra of ZnS/PS composites annealed in vacuum
at (a) 200, (b) 300, and (c) 400 ◦ C for 30 min.

Fig. 2. PL spectra of (a) as-prepared PS and (b) ZnS/PS
composite before annealing.

surface influencing the quality of the ZnS films. Additionally, the roughness of the PS surface also leads to the
poor crystalline quality of the ZnS films.
PL spectra were obtained at room temperature by
different excitation wavelengths. Figures 2(a) and (b)
show the PL spectra of the as-prepared PS and ZnS/PS
composite before annealing, respectively. In Fig. 2(a),
the red emission band of PS is located at around 625
nm, and with the increase of excitation wavelength, the
peak position of PS has a redshift. After ZnS films
were deposited, in Fig. 2(b), a blueshift of the red emission occurs, and this may be ascribed to the covering
of ZnS films. A blue-green emission band centered at
480 nm appears in Fig. 2(b), which is ascribed to the
self-activated luminescence of ZnS[17] . In Fig. 2(b), there
are two intense visible PL bands that provide white light
emission at proper excitation wavelength. The absolute
integrated intensities of the two peaks at 480 and 600 nm
have different values at different excitation wavelengths.
The relative (blue/red) integrated intensities are 0.92,
0.66, and 0.65 for the sample excited by 340, 360, and
390-nm excitation wavelengths, respectively. With the
increase of excitation wavelength, the relative (blue/red)
integrated intensity decreases, and this phenomenon indicates that, longer wavelengths’ excitation light can excite
the luminescence of PS more effectively. That is to say, if
the excitation wavelength is shorter, it may be absorbed
by ZnS films mostly, and only a small part transmits
the ZnS films and excites the luminescence of PS, so the
relative (blue/red) integrated intensity is larger. With
the increase of excitation wavelength, more excitation
light can transmit ZnS films and the luminescence intensity of PS increases, so the relative (blue/red) integrated
intensity decreases. The blue-green emission from ZnS
films combining with the red emission from PS layers, a
broad PL band from 450 to 700 nm in the visible region is

obtained, exhibiting light emission that is close to white
light.
Figure 3 shows the PL spectra of ZnS/PS composites annealed in vacuum at 200, 300, and 400 ◦ C for 30
min respectively. The excitation wavelength is 360 nm.
In Fig. 3, besides the blue emission of ZnS located at
around 480 nm at high-energy side and the red emission
of PS located at around 610 nm at low-energy side, a
new green emission at around 550 nm is observed which
is attributed to the defect-center luminescence of ZnS[17] .
The appearance of the green emission may be ascribed to
the defects formation in ZnS films during annealing, and
furthermore, the corresponding defect energy level was
formed in the forbidden band of ZnS films, and these defects furthermore became the luminescence center. When
the electron was excited by the light, it dropped into
the luminescence center, as the electron transmitted to
the valence band, the light was emitted. In the spectrum of the sample annealed at 200 ◦ C, the relative
(blue:green:red) integrated intensity is 1:1.04:1.25, the
blue and green emission from ZnS films combining with
the red emission from PS layers form a broad PL band
(450−700 nm) in the visible region, and the ZnS/PS composite exhibits intensively white light emission. With the
increase of annealing temperature, the intensity of blue
emission from ZnS increases but the red emission intensity of PS decreases along with the redshift of the red
peak position. This phenomenon may be ascribed to the
crystalline grain of ZnS films growing larger and optical
band gap shrinking of a-Si:H as a function of hydrogen
loss during annealing[18] . The relative (blue:green:red)
integrated intensity is 1:0.94:1.01 and 1:0.78:0.74 for samples annealed at 300 and 400 ◦ C, respectively. According
to the principle of tricolor overlay, the ZnS/PS composites exhibit intensive white light emission.
In summary, ZnS films were successfully deposited on
PS substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). XRD
pattern showed that ZnS films were grown in the preferred orientation along β-ZnS (111) direction. The photoluminescence properties of ZnS/PS composites were
studied experimentally. At different excitation wavelengths, the relative (blue/red) integrated intensities
were different. After samples were annealed at different
temperatures, a green light emission appeared in the PL
spectra of ZnS/PS composites which is ascribed to the
defect-center luminescence of ZnS films. The blue and
green emissions from ZnS films combining with the red
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emission from PS layers form a broad PL band in the
visible region, so an intensive white light emission is obtained.
This work was supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Shandong Province under Grant
No. Y2002A09. C. Wang’s e-mail address is cfwang 2004
@163.com.
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